Long Life Prayer for Lama Wangdu

OM SWASTI: Gyelwang kün gyi tsechen yeshe ku:
OM SWASTI: The great compassion of all powerful victorious ones,

Chig tu dûpa gyagar Phadampa:
The wisdom body embodied in one essence is Phadampa,

Gangjong Yümchen Ama Labkyi Drön:
The great mother of Tibet, the Light of Lab (Machig Labdrön).

Sölwa debso chimey yeshe tsöl:
I pray to you please grant the deathless primordial wisdom.

Drubgyü zhiyê tenpa dzin pa’i dag:
Holder of the doctrine of the accomplishment lineage of pacification (of suffering),

Dingri Wangdü chog gi trülpa’i ku:
The emanation body of Dingri Wangdü,

Kutse si tha’i bar du rab ten ney:
May your life stay firm until the end of cyclic existence

Zhen phen ley zhi’i thrinley lhündrub shog:
May the four activities of benefitting others be spontaneously accomplished.

The name holder of Jang Sathang Kyabgon, Drungpa Hothog Thue wrote this in the mediation cave of Guru Rinpoche in Yanglesho. May it bring the fruitful essence!